Pre-K thru 12th
Grades

Cornerstone Christian Academy’s
Christian environment includes:


Disciplined Schedules



Respectful Interactions



Patriotic Attitudes



College Preparatory



Christian Atmosphere



Biblical Principles



Character Building



Motivational Encouragement



Disciplined Environment
Academic Excellence



Godly Directives




American Patriotism



Parental Involvement

5301 Cortez Ave
Las Cruces, NM 88012

Academic
Excellence
in
Las Cruces

Another Great Ministry of

www.cornerstn.org

www.cornerstn.org
575-532-0902
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Training Our Future One Student at a Time

5301 Cortez Ave.
Las Cruces, NM 88012

Training for the Future

Our Curriculum

Enrollment
Cornerstone Christian Academy is NOT an
open enrollment school. Enrollments are
based upon an invitation to enroll. The following criteria must be met prior to any invitation for enrollment being granted:







Cornerstone Christian Academy uses the Accelerated Christian Education (A.C.E.) curriculum
for all grades 1st through 12th . A.C.E is a program that utilizes a philosophy of individually
prescribed curriculum based on Biblical principles. This curriculum is an advanced system of
motivated learning.


IT'S PROFESSIONAL: The newest, relevant, proven methods are utilized and are
being further developed.



IT'S PRACTICAL: The teacher's task is to
assist the student in discovering his potential, to guide him in the development of that
potential, and to motivate him to use what
he has learned to the fullest.

Cornerstone Christian Academy is a college preparatory school. We start our students reading at an early age to build for
their continued success in their academic
career. This is a fundamental building
block in which we begin.
Each student will then progress to reach
for the goal of obtaining a college entry
diploma.
The students course of study may include
advanced Mathematics, Science, English
and Communication skills. Additionally, a
well rounded day that includes activities
along with other subjects encourage a terrific learning environment..
Most importantly, the curriculum is Christion based. Jesus Christ is exalted in every
subject.

Application completed and submitted
with appropriate application fees.



An interview conducted between the
school administration, at least one parent and the student applicant.

IT'S FUNCTIONAL: The classroom procedure trains the student to be creative, faithful, and thorough.

Contact Us



IT'S SENSIBLE: The instruction given provides the student with a plan and a direction
to accomplish that plan.

5301 Cortez Ave.



IT'S FUNDAMENTAL: God's Word is the
measure of every standard, each experience,
as well as the end result.

Agreement with CCA’s philosophy of
education and guidelines.



Affordable Tuition



All day kindergarten available, Monday
through Friday.

Cornerstone Christian Academy

Las Cruces, NM 88012
Visit us on the web:
www.cornerstn.org
575-532-0902

